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 This paper presents the procedure for determining partial factors for actions depending on 
the reliability index. Structural reliability classes and the concept of reliability index are 
described. Based on the analytical terms from EN 1990, the partial coefficients for actions 
were calculated. The dependence of the partial factors for permanent and variable actions 
and the reliability index for different coefficients of variation when the load capacity is 
normally and distributed according to Gumbel is presented. 

1.Introduction 

The reliability of a structure is the ability of the structure, or its 
element, to meet the prescribed requirements, including the 
prescribed service life, for which they have been designed. In 
quantitative terms, reliability can be defined as the complement to the 
probability of failure [1]. Reliability is expressed in probabilistic terms. 
It covers the safety, serviceability (functionality) and durability of the 
structure (Figure 1) [2]. 

Safety - a structure with an appropriate degree of safety must be able 
to sustain all loads that will occur during its life (load-bearing 
capacity, stability control, ...) – Ultimate Limit State (ULS); 

Functionality - the structure must facilitate the normal functioning 
of the building according to its purpose (deformation and vibration 
control) – Service-ability Limit State (SLS); 

Durability - factors of influence are choice and quality of materials, 
quality of construction works, construction design, level of 
maintenance of the facility [3].  

EN 1990 [4] sets out the principles and requirements for the safety, 
serviceability and durability of structures. The basics for their 
calculation with budgetary evidence are provided and instructions for 
the relevant aspects of structural reliability are presented. 

Different levels of reliability can be adopted, among other things, for 
the load-bearing capacity of the structure and serviceability. The 
choice of a reliability level, for the observed construction, should take 
into account the relevant factors, which include: 

- possible cause and/or manner of reaching the limit state, 

- possible consequences of a failure, which would endanger 
human lives and economic losses, 

- public aversion to failure, 

- necessary costs and procedures to reduce the risk of failure [4]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Figure 1 – Definition of reliability according to [2] 

 

The levels of reliability, which should be applied to a particular 
structure, can be prescribed through the classification of the structure 
as a whole and/or the classification of its elements. 

The classification according to reliability can be represented by 
reliability indices β , which serve to take into account the adopted or 
assumed statistical variability of the impacts and bearing capacity 
actions, as well as the unreliability of the model. 
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2. Structure categories according to the failure effects 

Based on the consideration of the effects on human life and health, as 
well as the economic factors that cause the collapse of the structure 
or the poor functioning of the structure, according to [4], classes 
according to the effects of CC were introduced.  

 

Table 1. Definition of classes according to effects 

Class 
according 
to effects 

Description Examples of 
buildings and 
other structures  

Parameter 
ρ 

CC3 Severe effects on 
the loss of 
human lives, or 
very severe 
economic social 
environmental 
effects 

Spectator stands,  
public buildings, 
where the effects 
of the failure are 
considerable (eg 
concert hall) 

10ρ5 ≤ <  

CC2 Medium effects 
on the loss of 
human lives, 
considerable 
economic, social, 
or 
environmental 
effects 

Housing and 
administrative 
buildings, public 
buildings with 
medium failure 
effects (eg. 
Administrative 
buildings, 
industrial 
buildings) 

5ρ2 ≤ <  

CC1 Minor effects on 
the loss of 
human lives, or 
minor economic 
social 
environmental 
effects 

Agricultural 
buildings not 
normally visited 
by people (storage 
facilities, 
glasshouses, silos, 
masts 

ρ2 <  

 

According to [6] the classes according to the effects are determined 
based on an appropriate number of people who are at risk due to 
structural failure. The classes are shown in Table 1. According to the 
effects, three reliability classes RC1, RC2 and RC3 can be defined via 
the reliability index β  (Table 2). 

 

Table 2. Recommended minimal values for the β reliability index 
(ultimate limit states), according to [4] 

Class according to 
reliability 

Minimal values for reliability index β  
The reference 
period of 1 year 

The reference period 
of 50 years 

RC3 5.2 4.3 
RC2 4.7 3.8 
RC1 4.2 3.3 

 

There are also structures, or structural elements (eg lighting poles, 
mast, etc.), which are classified in category RC1 for economic reasons, 
but such structures are subject to stricter levels of design revision and 
supervision. 

Another type of division of structures into classes according to the 
effects of failure can be based on determining the parameter ρ  which 
according to [5] is defined as the ratio of the total cost of construction 
(sum of construction costs and costs of its removal due to failure) and 
construction costs (Table 1). 

 

 

 

 

3. Reliability index 

The proof of structural reliability which is most often implemented in 
practice is conducted using the operative value of failure probability 

fP  which is called the reliability index β . The proof of reliability in 

this case according to [2] is: 

cal reqβ β≥      (1) 

where: 

calβ  - is the reliability index, calculated for a structure, 

reqβ  - is the reliability index which is norm adjusted for a specific class 

of structural failure effects (table 2). 

Failure probability can be expressed through the reliability index β 
defined by the expression: 

1( )U fPβ −= −Φ       (2) 

where: 

1
U
−Φ  - is an inverse standardized function of normal distribution. 

 

 

Table 3. Dependence of failure probability and reliability index  
according to [1] 

fP  10-1 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-5 10-6 10-7 

β  1.28 2.32 3.09 3.72 4.27 4.75 5.2 

 

Failure probability and reliability index are used to quantify the same 
thing – reliability of the structure [1]. Table 3 shows the connection 

between β and fP . Also, for all types of structures, the reliability class 

RC2 and service life of 50 years are provided. This refers to „ordinary“ 
structures, because of the reliability indices β = 3,8 (ultimate limit 
state) and β=1,5 (service-ability limit state) partial factors are 
recommended in the norm. In the case of „extraordinary“ structures 
which are classified as RC3, the reliability index β = 4,3 (ULS) is 
adopted. The code does not define which values of partial factors are 
to be adopted for the design of such structures [2]. 

 

4. Partial safety coefficients 

4.1. Reliability methods 

By using partial safety coefficients and ψ coefficients for basic 
variables, such as actions, geometrical properties of an element, etc, 
in the partial coefficient methods are obtained the design values. It is 
also necessary to conduct a calculation proof to prove that no limit 
state (ULS and SLS) has been exceeded.  
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Figure 2. Review of the reliability methods, according to [4] 

 

Numerical values of partial factors and ψ  coefficients according to 
[4] can be determined: 

- Based on the calibration (based on experience in construction, the 
leading approach in Eurocodes) and 

- Field observations and statistical estimates of experimental 
research (the levels of reliability for representative constructions 
must be as close as possible to the target reliability index). 

Based on the scheme in Figure 2, probabilistic calibration procedures 
can be divided into: 

- Fully probabilistic methods - level III (rarely used in regulations for 
the calculation of structures), 

- First-order reliability methods FORM - level II (accurate enough for 
most applications on structures). 

Eurocodes (EN 1990 to EN 1999) was originally based on method A. The 
probability that the structure will not fail, with which a certain 
measure of reliability should be determined, is represented by the 
expression:  

1s fP P= −       (3)  

where: 

fP  - is the probability of structural failure. 

Therefore, based on the expression (3) it can be considered that the 
value sP  is actually the structural reliability. In engineering practice, 

it is common to look for the value of failure probability [2].  

 

4.2. Calculation point of the ultimate state function 

The operational application of the proof of reliability with Eurocode is 
based on the method of partial factors. Theoretical bases of reliability 

engineering are used to determine partial factors iγ , reduction 

coefficients iψ , rules for combined actions, etc. The failure probability 

fP  can be presented using expression (4) via the behavior function g. 

If 0g >  the structure will survive, and if 0g ≤  it will fail, whereby the 

failure point is defined for 0g = . 

g R E= −       (4) 

 

 

Figure 3. Behavior function g, according to [3] 

 

Figure 4 shows the function of the limit state R - E = 0 by two random 
variables, namely the influence of the action E and the bearing 
capacity R. Accordingly, it follows that the failure limit is R=E. 

Furthermore, based on that, it follows that R Eσ σ=  that is, that the 

standard deviation of the bearing capacity and the standard deviation 
of the effects are from actions of the same magnitude. 

 

 

Figure 4. State of structural safety, according to [3] 

 

 

Figure 5. Theoretical basics of reliability engineering for 
determination of calculation point, [2] 
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Figure 5 shows that the reliability zone is below the failure limit. This 
is not a good starting point for proof of reliability. In the case of proof 
of structural reliability, theoretically, each point is in the direction of 
the failure limit R - E = 0. However, for the proof of reliability, the point 
at which the probability of failure is the highest is adopted. This point 

has coordinates ( , )d d

R E

R EP
σ σ

, and in reliability theory, it is called a 

calculation point. If it is: 

g

g

µ
β

σ
=       (5) 

where: 

gµ - is the mean value for g, 

gσ - is its standard deviation, 

 

So that: 

0g gµ β σ− ⋅ =        (6) 

From figure 5, coordinates of the calculation point can be written in 
the following form: 

;d R
R d R R R

R R

R Rµ α β µ α β σ
σ σ

= − ⋅ ⇒ = − ⋅ ⋅ , and 

;d E
E d E E E

E E

E Eµ α β µ α β σ
σ σ

= − ⋅ ⇒ = − ⋅ ⋅     (7) 

Where: 

Rµ - is the mean bearing capacity value, 

Eµ - is the mean action effect value, 

Rα - is the vulnerability coefficient, for action effects, by the first-

order reliability method FORM, ( 0,8Rα = ) 

Eα - is the vulnerability coefficient, for bearing capacity, by the first-

order reliability method FORM 

( 0,7Eα = − ). 

The values for Rα  and Eα  are valid only inside the range 

0,16 7,6E

R

σ
σ

< < . 

 

Figure 6. Relation between individual partial factors, according to [4] 

 

4.3. Partial factors for actions 

 

a) Partial factors for permanent actions 

Partial factor for permanent actions are represented by the 
expression: 

d
G

k

G
G

γ =                (8) 

Where is: 

dG  - design values of permanent actions, 

kG  - characteristic values of permanent actions. 

Towards [2] it is usually accepted that the characteristic value of the 
constant action kG  is equal to the mean value Gµ , so it is: 

(1 )G E G
G

G

Vµ α βγ
µ

⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
=      (9) 

Where is: 

Gµ  - mean value of permanent action, 

GV  - coefficient of variation of total permanent action, 

Eα  - sensitivity factor of for effects of actions, 

β  - reliability index. 

 

Expression (9) can therefore be written in the form: 

1G E GVγ α β= − ⋅ ⋅       (10) 

Coefficient of variation GV  obtained by expression: 

2 2
G g EdV V V= +       (11) 

Gde je: 

gV  - coefficient of variation of permanent action, 

EdV  - coefficient of variation of design performance model permanent 

action. 

The present values in [2] are 0,10gV =  and 0,10gV =  so it is: 

2 20,10 0,10 0,14GV = + =  

According to the expression (9) the partial safety factor for permanent 
action is then: 

1 ( 0,7) 3,8 0,14 1 0,7 3,8 0,14 1,37 1,35.Gγ = − − ⋅ ⋅ = + ⋅ ⋅ = ≅  

This value of Gγ  is adopted in Eurocode. 

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the reliability index and the partial 
factor of permanent action Gγ , for the coefficient of variation applied 

in Eurocode.  
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Figure 7. Dependence of partial factors for the permanent action Gγ  

and reliability index β  for the coefficient of variation 0,14GV = , for 

normal distribution 

 

b) Partial factors for variable actions 

Partial factor for variable actions are represented by the expression: 

d
Q

k

Q
Q

γ =        (12) 

Where is: 

dQ  - design values of variable actions, 

kQ  - characteristic values of variable actions. 

If, on the basis of the present in [2], the distribution function of the 
variable fact adopt the Gumbel distribution and the 98% fractile, 
provided the values of the partial factors for variable action according 
to the formula: 

(1 (0,45 0,78ln( ln( ( )))))
(1 (0,45 0,78ln( ln(0,98))))

Q Q E
Q

Q Q

V
V

µ φ α β
γ

µ
⋅ − ⋅ + − − ⋅

=
⋅ − ⋅ + −

  (13) 

Where is: 

Qµ  - mean value of variable action, 

QV  - coefficient of variation of variable action, 

φ  - cumulative distribution function of the standardized Normal 
distribution, 

Eα  - sensitivity factor of for effects of actions, 

β  - reliability index. 

Figure 8 presented the dependence of partial factors for the variable 
action Qγ  and reliability index β  for the different coefficient of 

variation QV . 

 

Figure 8. Dependence of partial factors for the variable action Qγ  

and reliability index β  for the different coefficient of variation QV , 

for distribution according to Gumbel, [2] 

 

It can be seen from Figure 8 that for the coefficient of variation 
0,5QV =  partial factors for variable actions are 1,3Qγ = . However, the 

value QV  can be greater than 0.5, and some other distribution 

function can better approximate the histogram of variable action [2]. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The paper briefly presents the concept of structural reliability and 
refers to the control of load-bearing capacity, serviceability, and 
durability of the structure. Therefore, different reliability modalities 
can be defined for different categories of structures in different ways. 
One of the most convenient ways to represent reliability is through 
the reliability index β . 

EN 1990 establishes principles and requirements in terms of safety 
and reliability of structures used on all other Eurocodes. Their 
assessment of reliability and durability is based on the principle of 
ultimate states in combination with safety coefficients. 

This paper presents the procedures and expressions that define the 
safety coefficients in Eurocode. An unavoidable parameter in 
determining them is certainly the reliability index. In Eurocodes, the 
target value 3,8β =  of the reliability index for common 
constructions was used for safety factors. Conventional 
constructions, regardless of the material and static system, are 
classified in reliability class 2 (RC2). Also, the paper analyzes the 
relationship between different values of the reliability index and 
safety coefficients for the actions. For the needs of the analysis of the 
ratio of partial factors and reliability indices, the adopted coefficients 
of variation and sensitivity coefficients Eα  and Rα  were used.  
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